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other light source or reflections of light
that interfere with, or prohibit the
accurate quality determination of eggs
in the grading or candling area.

(2) The grading and candling
equipment shall provide adequate light
to facilitate quality determinations.
Other light sources and equipment or
facilities shall be provided to permit the
detection and removal of stained and
dirty eggs or other undergrade eggs.

(3) Adequate facilities, equipment,
and light sources shall be provided to
determine the condition of packing
material.

(4) Egg weighing equipment shall be
provided. The egg weighing equipment
shall be constructed to permit cleaning;
operation in a clean, sanitary manner;
and shall be capable of ready
adjustment.

(5) Adequate ventilation shall be
provided.
* * * * *

(e) * * *

(10) Washed eggs shall be spray-
rinsed with water having a temperature
equal to, or warmer than, the
temperature of the wash water and
contain an approved sanitizer of not less
than 50 p/m nor more than 200 p/m of
available chlorine or its equivalent.
Alternate procedures, in lieu of a
sanitizer rinse, may be approved by the
National Supervisor.
* * * * *

§§ 56.226, 56.227, and 56.228 [Removed
and Reserved]

9. Sections 56.226, 56.227, and 56.228
are removed and reserved.

10. Section 56.230 is revised to read
as follows:

§ 56.230 Grade.

‘‘U.S. Nest-Run ll% AA Quality’’
shall consist of eggs of current
production of which at least 20 percent
are AA quality; and the actual
percentage of AA quality eggs shall be
stated in the grade name. Within the

maximum of 15 percent which may be
below A quality, not more than 10
percent may be B quality for shell
shape, pronounced ridges or thin spots,
interior quality (including meat or blood
spots), or due to rusty or blackish-
appearing cage marks or blood stains,
not more than 5 percent may have
adhering dirt or foreign material on the
shell 1⁄2 inch or larger in diameter, not
more than 6 percent may be Checks, and
not more than 3 percent may be Loss.
Marks which are slightly gray in
appearance and adhering dirt or foreign
material on the shell less than 1⁄2 inch
in diameter are not considered quality
factors. The eggs shall be officially
graded for all other quality factors. No
case may contain less than 75 percent A
quality and AA quality eggs in any
combination.

11. Section 56.231 is amended by
revising Table 1 to read as follows:

§ 56.231 Summary of grade.

* * * * *

Nest-run grade, description 1

U.S. nest-
run ll

percent AA
quality 2

Minimum percentage of
quality required (lot aver-
age) 3

AA quality 4 ............................................................................................................................................. 20

A quality or better 5 ................................................................................................................................. 85
Maximum percentage toler-

ance permitted (15 per-
cent lot average) 3

B quality for shell shape, pronounced ridges or thin spots, interior quality (including blood & meat
spots) or cage marks 6 and blood stains.

10

Checks ................................................................................................................................................... 6
Loss ........................................................................................................................................................ 3
Adhering dirt or foreign material 1⁄2 inch or larger in diameter .............................................................. 5

1 Stains (other than rusty or blackish appearing cage marks or blood stains), and adhering dirt and foreign material on the shell less than 1⁄2
inch in diameter shall not be considered as quality factors in determining the grade designation.

2 The actual total percentage must be stated in the grade name.
3 Substitution of eggs of higher qualities for lower specified qualities is permitted.
4 No case may contain less than 10 percent AA quality.
5 No case may contain less than 75 percent A quality and AA quality eggs in any combination.
6 Cage marks which are rusty or blackish in appearance shall be considered as quality factors. Marks which are slightly gray in appearance are

not considered as quality factors.

12. Section 56.234 is amended by
revising paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§ 56.234 Packaging material.

* * * * *
(c) Sealing: The tops of all cases must

be securely closed, so they will not open
during transportation, by applying
paper gummed, plastic, or other suitable
tape or by methods that would secure
seams made by the closing of the top of
the case. The tape shall extend down
the sides and/or ends of the case a
sufficient length to preclude the top
flaps from opening while permitting the
official identification of the case, as
applicable.

Dated: March 1, 1995.
Lon Hatamiya,
Administrator.
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Raisins Produced From Grapes Grown
In California; Final Free and Reserve
Percentages for the 1994–95 Crop Year
for Zante Currant and Other Seedless
Raisins

AGENCY: Agricultural Marketing Service,
USDA.

ACTION: Interim final rule with request
for comments.

SUMMARY: This interim final rule invites
comments on the establishment of final
free and reserve percentages for 1994
crop Zante Currant and Other Seedless
raisins. The percentages are 40 percent
free and 60 percent reserve for each of
these varietal types. These percentages
are intended to stabilize supplies and
prices and to help counter the
destabilizing effects of the burdensome
oversupply situation facing the raisin
industry. This rule was recommended
by the Raisin Administrative Committee
(Committee), the body which locally
administers the marketing order.


